Agenda for Feb 1 meeting:

--Acknowledge and thank Michelle and Jamie for submitting an article on CVC opportunities for faculty for consideration for Rostrum publication; also thanks to Kandace and Christopher for getting an article started on accessibility to submit soon for Rostrum publication consideration
--discuss update to upcoming March 1 webinar on Hyflex
--continue to work on update to 2018 paper on "Ensuring an Effective Online Program": PLEASE make sure to CHANGE your "Editing" mode to "Suggesting" at the top right of the Googledoc BEFORE making changes to the main text. That will start a "track changes" that will show the changes made to the original document:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BSFrJiggMkX_I6K5-HV_yBIZV8aXPJryTLJARBuePXc/edit?usp=sharing

Feb. 1 Minutes:

Attendees: Karen Chow, Stephanie Curry, Kandace Knudson, Jamie Alonzo, Michell Pancasky-Brock

I. The meeting began at 1:45pm

II. Informational Items and Celebrations
   a. Acknowledge and thank Michelle and Jamie for submitting an article on CVC opportunities for faculty for consideration for Rostrum publication
   b. Thanks to Kandace and Christopher for getting an article started on accessibility to submit soon for Rostrum publication consideration
   c. Discussed the need to get accurate information on online education support. Support may be coming from CVC OEI with a new review tool to help institutions assess their support models. Information may be coming out of Scaling Quality work. May need to write a rostrum article on the continued need for online education support beyond the pandemic. Could this be aligned to Guided Pathways. Could also be a Resolution.
   d. Resolution Ideas
      i. Continued Support of Online Education beyond Crisis and Support CVC Framework to guide DE programs—Ongoing Need
      ii. Develop Guidelines for Faculty Responsibilities for Accessibility

III. Discuss update to upcoming March 1 webinar on Hyflex
   a. Wendy Bass has confirmed that she will attend and present.
IV. Committee continued to work on update to 2018 paper on "Ensuring an Effective Online Program"
   a. Instructions for Committee Members
      i. PLEASE make sure to CHANGE your "Editing" mode to "Suggesting" at the top right of the Googledoc BEFORE making changes to the main text. That will start a "track changes" that will show the changes made to the original document: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BSFrJiggMkX_I6K5-HV_yBI9V8aXPJryTJARBuePXc/edit?usp=sharing

V. The meeting concluded at 3:33pm